This article uses the examples of socialist Bulgaria and Yugoslavia to propose some new directions for rethinking scholarly understandings of "secularism" and the ways in which socialist secularizing projects were intricately intertwined with questions of gender equality. Current scholarly debates on the genealogy of secularism root its origins in the Catholic/Protestant West, and systematically ignore cases from the former communist world. This article takes two cases of Balkan states to explore the theoretical contours of what we call "socialist secularism." Although Bulgaria and Yugoslavia's experiences of socialist secularism di ered in the degree of their coerciveness, this article examines the similarities in the conceptualization of the secularizing imperative and the rhetoric used to justify it, specifi cally the rhetoric of communist modernism and women's liberation from religious backwardness.
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In his infl uential work on secularism, Talal Asad contends, "An anthropology of secularism should thus start with a curiosity about the doctrine and practice of secularism regardless of where they have originated." 1 Despite this, however, the growing body of critical work on secularism has devoted relatively li le a ention to secularism's genealogies in the Second World of socialist states, in particular Southeastern Europe. Furthermore, scholars have considered the centrality of claims about female emancipation to secularist ideologies and projects in fairly limited and restricted ways. Contemporary European defenses of secularism that posit Islam as inherently premodern, nondemocratic, and oppressive to women and debates over veiling/headscarves in European Union states, for example, dominate the discussion of gender in relation to secularism. Less remarked upon are the deeper entanglements of Orientalism with secularism that have played an important role in European states with signifi cant hisaspasia Volume 5, 2011: 6-27 doi:10.3167/asp.2011.050103 torical Muslim minorities, as well as Muslim majorities (such as Turkey). 2 This article uses the examples of two European states with Muslim minorities-socialist Bulgaria and Yugoslavia-which represent two ideological poles on the spectrum of state socialism. The article draws on these two cases to propose new directions for rethinking scholarly understandings of secularism and the ways in which socialist secularizing projects became intricately intertwined with questions of gender equality. Through a specifi c focus on Muslim women in Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, it argues that socialist regimes deployed the secularist discourse in unique and fascinating ways that deserve inclusion in the larger scholarly debates.
In many cases, secularism becomes confl ated with secularization, a waning in religiosity that is a result of modernization. 3 Such secularisms then become viewed as derivative of a Western genealogy that locates secularism's origins in the Catholic/ Protestant split (thereby neglecting Orthodox Christianity) 4 and "closely connected with the rise of a system of capitalist nation-states" 5 as well as modernity. This tendency in secularism studies explains, in part, the scholarly neglect of the particular histories and experience of secularism in socialist states, including those of Southeastern Europe. Just as Southeastern Europe or the Balkans occupy an ambiguous space in the discursive confi guration that marks out the Orient from the Occident, 6 so too do the histories of secularism in the region complicate scholarship that all too frequently rests on a dichotomized view of the world as divided between a "secular West" and a "religious rest." 7 In this view, some non-Western societies import, emulate, or have imposed on them secularism. This approach characterizes even the excellent studies of secularist projects in Soviet Central Asia of scholars like Gregory Massell and Douglas Northrop, work that proves exceptional in its a ention to the targeting of Muslim women by Bolshevik reformers. 8 Following their lead, we also focus on Muslim women but we treat secularism in the Bulgarian and Yugoslav case as much more organic, drawing on each country's long history of religious pluralism.
The paucity of critical analyses of what we deem "socialist secularism" refl ects problematic assumptions and blind spots that ignore the long history of pluralism. Furthermore, state socialism's promotion of industrialization along with secularism likely appeared as an all too obvious confi rmation of the secularization thesis. 9 Alternatively, perhaps more fundamental omissions in secularism/secularization scholarship meant that observers of state-religion relations in socialist regimes took not just atheism but also the nature of the state for granted. 10 Whatever the reasons for the (relative) neglect of socialist experiences of secularism, the consequences have been serious not just for the scholarship on secularism but also for understanding of the nature of both socialism and postsocialist change.
The end of state socialism in Europe prompted many scholars to study the transformations in religious practice and expression in former socialist societies, but they o en did so through an uncritical lens of "religious revival."
11 Scholars a empting to classify states and societies along a gradient of religiosity and secularism, for example, o en mistook the rhetoric of Marxist atheism for the practice of state socialism. Barre 's worldwide studies of state-religion relationships in the 1970s and 1980s, for example, categorized all Eastern European states as "atheist" as the result of communism's "animus against organized religion." 12 Analysts of "religious revitalization" a er socialism who oversimplify the complexities of socialist secularism risk mischaracterizing the degree of change, particularly at the level of institutionalized religion. More important for the purposes of this article, a study of socialist secularism highlights the ways in which women's emancipation was a core justifi cation for the control and, in some instances, outright oppression of religious communities. A ending to the importance of women's issues in the socialist context o ers a new lens through which to examine di erent permutations of secularism. In both Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, as well as in Central Asia, religious belief was blamed for the lack of social progress for women, particularly for Muslim women, although all religions were recognized as promoting "backward" gender relations. In both Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, Muslim women became the particular targets of the state's secularizing e orts but for di erent reasons. In Bulgaria, the history of O oman imperial domination rendered Islam a (perceived) threat to Bulgarian national identity whereas in Yugoslavia Bosnia's Muslims symbolized the Yugoslav promise of a pluralist socialist society.
Scholarly debates on Western secularisms assume a bifurcated public/private sphere, where religion is relegated to the la er in order to maintain pluralism and tolerance both within and between di erent religious communities. The socialist secularist case allows us to examine a state that controls religion in both the public and private spheres not only to ensure what John Locke called "toleration," but also to promote women's greater independence within the family for the greater good of society. This takes place even as the behavior of all citizens becomes highly regulated by and subordinated to what anthropologist Katherine Verdery has called the socialist "parent-state." 13 Here we fi nd a critical di erence between secularism in Turkey or Western Europe and socialist examples. For instance, in France or in Turkey symbols of religious a liation such as the headscarf are o cially banned in public institutions but not in private se ings. In socialist Bulgaria, Muslim women's a ire was prohibited in all public and private spaces.
A comparison between Bulgaria and Yugoslavia proves productive, given that the two states lay on opposite ends of the socialist spectrum. A er the Tito-Stalin split in 1948, Yugoslavia modeled itself as an exceptional case, o ering a "third way" that combined limited market practices and relative freedoms (such as freedom to travel abroad) with "unique" socialist principles (such as workers' self-management). The Yugoslav federation became increasingly decentralized from the 1960s and 1970s on. In contrast, Bulgaria was the Eastern European communist country with the closest ties to the Soviet Union and had one of the most centralized, totalitarian regimes. Despite these di erences, both states implemented very similar policies with regard to religious communities. The socialist state in both places tried to capture and control religious institutions rather than eradicate them. Furthermore, gender equality and the emancipation of women from cultural "backwardness" were key goals that motivated many state secularist policies, particularly with regard to Muslim minority populations. Of course, we recognize that an article of this length cannot provide comprehensive discussion of the many di erent examples of socialist secularism and how it operated in both countries. Rather, our goal here is merely to paint the contours of a broader conceptual framework that will provide the foundation for future research on this topic in the region.
Secularism and State Socialism
It is important to address the issue of secularism within state socialism within the framework of theoretical/philosophical statements about the role of religion in socialism-whether those ideas are grounded in Marxist-Leninism as in Bulgaria, or in Marxist-Leninism together with other ideologies such as Titoism or Yugoslavism in Yugoslavia-14 versus the practice and lived experience of secularism. Such an analysis must be precise in its use of the term "secularism." Given that there are many defi nitional debates over the terms "secularism" and "secularization," a clear defi nition of the parameters of socialist secularism is required (1) as entailing the legal separation of church and state and (2) as the embrace of a "worldly" or non-religious ideology (in this case, that of Marxist materialism), and its relationship to the communist modernization paradigm and women's emancipation. 15 This article employs both defi nitions, examining how socialist secularism was a core ideological imperative of both the Bulgarian and Yugoslav communist regimes and their e orts to forge a new socialist man and woman.
Religion-state relationships varied considerably throughout the Eastern Bloc depending on the specifi c local histories, degree of religious di erence, and specifi c confi gurations of gender relations. Di erent regimes treated di erent religions di erently. Such treatment depended, for instance, on whether churches were "national" (as in the case of the Orthodox Churches of Serbia or Bulgaria) or "international" and thus potentially created foreign allegiances (as with Catholicism in Croatia or Poland). Other crucial factors included the size and infl uence of the religions and the behavior of the churches during World War II. 16 Ramet notes that throughout the communist states Eastern Orthodox churches tended to enjoy general tolerance but they were also among the most co-opted of the churches, in part because of the relative scarcity of powerful patrons and supporters in the West. 17 The Bulgarian Orthodox Church (BOC) o ers a perfect example of a church that was largely controlled by the communists for their own goals. In the 1950s, the BOC newspapers ran articles that openly supported Stalin and the goals of socialism, 18 and the communist government could appoint and dismiss patriarchs and archbishop at will. 19 Ramet goes as far to argue that this represented an inversion of the tradition of Caesaro-papism, a partnership between church and state whose origins may be traced variously to the O oman millet system, to the Spiritual Reglement of 1721 in Tsarist Russia, or even back to the Great Schism of Eastern and Western Christianity of 1054.
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By contrast, the Catholic Church in Eastern Europe inherited an oppositional stance toward the state that grew out of the Church's championing of "suppressed nationalities" in the nineteenth century. In the years immediately following World War II and the establishment of socialism in Eastern Europe, a number of states urged (with li le success) the Catholic Church to create "national" churches independent of the Vatican. 21 In Yugoslavia (and particularly the Yugoslav Republic of Croatia), the Croatian Church bore the additional burden of its association with the brutal Ustaša regime of Ante Paveli and the (not unfair) perception that the Vatican favored Italian claims in the Italo-Yugoslav dispute over Venezia Giulia (1945) (1946) (1947) (1948) (1949) (1950) (1951) (1952) (1953) (1954) . In Bulgaria, Muslims were likewise seen as belonging to an international religion that forged problematic links between the local Muslim population and NATO-allied Turkey. Furthermore, because the Bulgarian communists feared Turkish irredentism in the Balkans, they were particularly keen to assimilate the Turks of Bulgaria as well as the Muslim Slavs and Roma into a secular, nationalist worldview. 22 In general, state-religion relationships relaxed considerably over time in all of the communist regimes. In the Soviet bloc, Stalin's death ushered in a new emphasis on co-optation rather than outright repression of religious groups. In many socialist states forms of religious instruction remained possible but were subject to strict state controls (or were prohibited from the state educational sector at various moments), more an assertive a empt by the state to control religion than to eliminate it altogether (or to eliminate it from the public realm). In Bulgaria, the state created a Directorate of Religious Denominations, which oversaw all religious a airs in the country. Similarly, in Yugoslavia, the regime sought to tightly circumscribe the space in which religion held sway. Commissions for Religious A airs were established at both the federal and republican levels. Until Aleksandar Rankovi 's removal as minister of the interior in 1966, the Commissions were closely connected to the secret police. As post-Rankovi liberalization coincided with increasing devolution to the republican level, the Federal Commission for Religious A airs became more of a coordinating body than one involved in direct monitoring and repression of religious institutions and believers. 23 Observers critical of Yugoslav policies toward religion maintained that the "form [of religion] is protected," even as its essence and its institutional bases were depleted. 24 At the same time, as Michael Petrovich has observed, "religion [in Yugoslavia] was not so much a ma er of private conscience as one's public identity." 25 We might consider this a "paradox" of Yugoslav socialist secularism, although it only appears paradoxical when viewed through normative understandings of secularism (in which religion belongs to a clearly delineated "private" sphere). Part of the problem stems from the conceptual confusions over how to defi ne the "public" sphere and what Asad has identifi ed as the Western assumption of a secular public sphere as a neutral arena. 26 Intermingled as it was with other aspects of identity in both Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, religion could not be disregarded or discarded by the socialist regime in either country. Rather it required harnessing or "taming," to use anthropologist Kim Shively's term for Islam in Kemalist Turkey. 27 In the Bulgarian case, there was a strong nationalist myth that the Orthodox Church had preserved Bulgarian language and culture during the 500 years of the O oman domination and many important national heroes were members of the clergy (i.e., Ivan Rilski, Vasil Levski, Patriarch E imii). Under the O oman millet system, the Bulgarians were largely defi ned by their Christianity and a kind of secular Eastern Orthodoxy remained a core facet of Bulgarian national identity in the communist period.
In the case of the Muslim identity in Bosnia and Yugoslavia, this identity became more public or visible over time as the result of the creation in 1971 of the census category "Muslim, in the sense of a nation" (i.e., Muslim as narod). 28 Here an ostensibly religious identity became more prominent even as it increasingly acquired cultural (or secular) connotations; devout Muslims o en distinguished between communist (or secular) Muslims and believers, however, pointing to a tension in Bosnian Muslim identity that remained unresolved throughout the Yugoslav period. 29 In actively promoting a distinct (secular) Bosnian Muslim identity, the Communist Party or LCY (League of Communists of Yugoslavia) and the state sought to balance competing religious identities and claims. 30 Religious leaders in Yugoslavia o en perceived e orts by the regime to orchestrate "national symmetry" between various faiths in Yugoslavia as an a empt to divide and weaken religious communities, who saw themselves as competing with one another as well as with a secularist program. 31 Religious leaders suspected that a supposed policy of national symmetry actually made for asymmetry in the treatment of specifi c religious communities. 32 At the same time, taming religion and either neutralizing its political power or pu ing it in service to a socialist state became entangled with the project of liberating women from religion's patriarchal structures. In reality, this project meant that the revolutionary and oppositional potential of women was also "tamed," a critique made vocally by Yugoslav feminists in the 1970s and 1980s.
Taming Religion in Yugoslavia
From its very beginnings, the socialist regime in the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia made quite explicit in both theory and practice its aim to contain religion's sectarian tendencies, thereby taming it and containing its potential for political opposition. On the one hand, the Constitution laid out the principles of separation of church and state and religious freedom (Article 25). 33 On the other hand, the document warned, "The abuse of the Church and of religion for political purposes and the existence of political organization on a religious basis are forbidden." 34 In an important qualifi cation, however, the law stipulated, "scientifi c criticism of religion in general and criticism of improper actions of religious representatives … cannot be regarded as incitement to religious hatred,"
35 thereby opening an authorized space for proponents of a particular form of secularism (Marxism/Titoism) to critique religion and its followers. The socialist authorities also provided themselves with the legal weapons for cracking down on religious o cials deemed guilty of incitement (whether those charges were genuine or trumped up), declaring, "It shall be regarded as an aggravating circumstance of [sic] the o ence of incitement to religious hatred is commi ed by ecclesiastical representatives." 36 Proponents of socialism in Yugoslavia thus rejected religious sectarianism in favor of what they saw as their own version of religious pluralism. Pro-regime authors like Ivan Lazi stressed the ways in which all religions received equal protection within socialist Yugoslavia, in contrast to the prewar Yugoslav kingdom in which only those religions legally recognized in the state at the moment of its creation (in December 1918) were protected while other religions were persecuted. 37 Critics would instead rebut that under socialism all religions were discriminated against, though not in equal measure, just as individual believers enjoyed greater or less degrees of religious freedom depending on their positions in society. 38 Regime-sponsored authors like Rastko Vidi further contended that those churches that had previously su ered persecution (or, at the very least, did not enjoy a privileged position in the Kingdom of Yugoslavia) welcomed the institution of genuine freedom of religion under socialism. In contrast, some churches "could not easily ac-quiesce in the loss of the privileged position which they had enjoyed up to that time." 39 These were the same churches that had, in Vidi 's estimation, not only colluded with the royal regime but also the quisling states during World War II. As Vidi 's comments suggest, from the point of view of the Yugoslav regime, the task of taming religion proved more urgent for some faiths than others.
At di erent moments in Yugoslav history, the task of taming religion also acquired greater urgency. Many observers have noted that more direct forms of repression and control later gave way to a greater emphasis on ideological pressure, both in the form of providing an alternative (Titoism and Yugoslavism as civil or secular religions) and in valorizing modernization and the abandonment of backwardness, particularly gender inequality. The early socialist state in Yugoslavia was modeled on Stalin's Soviet Union, 40 sharing with the USSR a ruthless a itude toward enemies, real and imagined. Religious functionaries fi gured prominently among such enemies. In June 1945, for instance, trials of Catholic, Orthodox, and Muslim clergy took place in military courts in Croatia. 41 Religious institutions came under assault along with religious personnel, who became seen as sources of both potential political disorder and agents of traditional forms of class and gender oppression. In rural areas with low development of class consciousness, the regime could point to "oppressed" women and peasants-what Massell, writing about the Soviet context in Central Asia, deemed a "surrogate proletariat." 42 In parts of Central Asia, notes Northrop, "women's emancipation ultimately came in many ways to exemplify the entire Bolshevik Revolution." 43 In Yugoslavia, too, the simultaneous harnessing of religion and liberation of women became a potent symbol of progress and modernity.
Providing its own forms of education through literacy classes and state schools, the regime closed down religious schools throughout the federation, as well as Muslim cultural associations and Islamic courts, and made schools available equally to men and women. 44 The 1946 land nationalization law hit religious institutions particularly hard, depriving them of key sources of autonomous income. In Sarajevo, for example, the properties of the Baš arš a (the historic O oman urban center) controlled by the Muslim institution of the vakuf now came under state ownership. 45 The message sent by such expropriations, as well as by the trials of priests, was that no resistance to or even autonomy from the regime would be brooked, particularly opposition that sought to reinforce the link between religion and nationalism. In part, the communist authorities justifi ed this repression in light of the controversial role played by the Catholic Church and clergy (as well as some Muslims) in the independent Ustaša state established under Ante Paveli during World War II. Similarly, the support of royalist Orthodox Serbs for the Chetniks meant that Orthodoxy had to be disentangled from a specifi cally Serbian nationalist project.
Yugoslavia's break with the Soviet Union did not bring about an immediate relaxation of church-state relations. The regime continued to struggle to bring priests and imams under its direct supervision. Although the authorities enjoyed some success in Slovenia and Bosnia and Herzegovina in persuading priests to join government-controlled priests' associations (and imams and hodzas to participate in the state approved Islamic Association), many Catholic priests in Croatia refused to join. 46 Through such associations, the Yugoslav socialist state hoped to contain religion by making religious leaders not only submit but actively collaborate in the work of the state, underscoring the need to consider socialist secularism in terms of what scholars like political scientist Ahmet Kuru deem an "assertive" or active secularism. 47 In the 1950s, for example, it was the Islamska Zajednica (Islamic Association) that banned dervish orders and oversaw their dismantling. 48 With regard to faiths like Islam and Catholicism, the state aimed to privilege believers' loyalty to specifi cally Yugoslav religious institutions (government-controlled institutions) and traditions rather than permit the dual loyalty of nation and universal church.
Several signifi cant moments of liberalization in church-state relations modifi ed the early picture of repression and direct control of religious institutions by the state. The 1958 Program of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia, for example, reiterated a view of religion as antithetical to a Marxist worldview and a sign of lingering backwardness. Such backwardness, argued Minister of the Interior Rankovi , was to be combated primarily through ideological work from this point on. Rankovi 's subsequent fall from power in 1966 meant further relaxation of state monitoring over the Commissions for Religious A airs and the activities of believers. As a result of these shi s, Yugoslavia has been perceived as relatively liberal in comparison to Bulgaria and other socialist states in its policies toward organized religion. This is particularly true when compared to Bulgaria, where religion became the primary vehicle for the promotion of a socialist national identity.
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Taming Religion in Bulgaria
When Bulgaria achieved its independence from the O oman Empire, the Turnovo Constitution established Bulgarian Orthodoxy as the traditional religion of the new state in 1878. 50 This gave the Bulgarian Orthodox Church a privileged position in Bulgarian society, but this also meant that it was fused with the Bulgarian state during the years of Bulgaria's alliance with Nazi Germany in World War II. The communists who would subsequently come to power inevitably held some of the BOC clergy accountable for their collaboration with the fascist regime. Immediately a er the communist victory on 9 September 1944, state o cials began the process of removing all religious education from public schools. 51 The church strongly opposed the secularization of education, but the communist government, and the country's fi rst communist Premier, Georgi Dimitrov, closely followed Soviet antireligious policies and felt that religious education would undermine communist e orts to modernize Bulgarian society. In 1946, the government also instituted new laws that only recognized marriages performed by civil authorities and no longer recognized those performed by the church. Furthermore, the various charitable functions of the church were taken over by the state with the nationalization of many church properties. Direct repression of the Bulgarian Orthodox clergy began in 1944 and continued until the mid-1950s; many priests were targeted in a series of purges. 52 A serious blow to the Bulgarian Orthodox Church came with the passage of the 1947 Dimitrov constitution, which fi rmly established the separation of church and state by removing the language that had once recognized Orthodoxy as the traditional religion of Bulgaria. Exarch Stefan (the spiritual leader of the BOC) opposed these changes, and was forced into retirement by the communist government in 1948. State o cials replaced him with a church leader more favorably disposed to their agenda. At the end of that same year, the Fi h Congress of the Bulgarian Communist Party decided to take a fi rm stand against the lingering "bourgeois" and religious infl uences on society by nationalizing monasteries and seminaries. During this time, many priests who opposed the regime were also imprisoned or sent to work camps. 53 Despite these changes, it must be remembered that the Bulgarian government did not want to destroy the church, but rather to control it and use it as a tool of the state. The passage of the 1949 Denominations Act unequivocally placed the Bulgarian Orthodox Church under the authority of the communist government. Although Article 1 of the 1949 Denominations Act states that "[a]ll people in Bulgaria are given the opportunity of freedom of religion and conscience," 54 the law heavily proscribed the activities of all religious groups in Bulgaria, including that of the BOC.
Article 12 of the Act allowed the state (through the Directorate of Religious Denominations) to dismiss any clergy member who was suspected of working against the "democratic order of the country" or of jeopardizing the public safety or good morals of the population. As in Yugoslavia, this in e ect gave the Bulgarian state complete control over the religious establishment of all denominations. Article 18 stated that: "The mentioning of the Supreme Power and its organs by religious denominations during sermons, rituals and celebrations may be done only by expressions previously approved by the Directorate for Religious A airs." This article allowed the government to directly interfere in the writing of church sermons and texts; phrases used to speak about God and his powers during religious ceremonies had to be ve ed by communist o cials beforehand or priests risked arrest and imprisonment. Article 20 banned religious education in schools and Article 22 banned contacts with religious communities in other countries without the express wri en consent of the Directorate of Religious Denominations, e ectively isolating Bulgaria's religious communities from sister spiritual communities abroad. This was particularly detrimental to Bulgaria's Catholic and Muslim populations. 55 During the 1940s, antireligious propaganda was ubiquitous and the communist newspapers o en included reports of drunk or immoral priests. Church newspapers also became an outlet for communist propaganda, publishing articles such as "Socialism: The Eternal Ideal of Humanity," 56 "The Communality of Religion and Socialism," 57 and "Long Live the Task of Great Stalin." 58 Thus, rather than the separation of the church and state called for in the Dimitrov constitution, the Bulgarians placed religious institutions fi rmly in control of the state as it pursued its scientifi c socialist goals.
A er Stalin's death, there was a relaxation of religious persecution in Bulgaria and many of the priests who had been sent to labor camps were granted amnesty. Still, religion was frowned upon in public life and social mobility was tied to atheism. All life cycle rituals previously performed by the church (baptisms, marriages, funerals) were replaced by socialist rituals created by the state, which were devoid of spiritual meaning. 59 In Muslim communities, certain rituals and ceremonies were o cially banned and few young people had access to religious education. As a result, one scholar claims that by 1962 the Bulgarian "government was able to boast that the dramatic decline of religious belief in the country was unmatched in the Soviet Bloc," with two million Bulgarians claiming to be atheists and less than one-third of the population claiming to be religious. 60 Thus, socialist secularism in the Bulgarian context was more about the church supporting the state's goals, than a true secular separation of these institutions. The aim was to limit the infl uence of the "backwardness" of religious mysticism and faith in favor of science and rationality in order to achieve a more modern society, as well as the emancipation of Bulgarian women.
Socialist Secularism: Women and Religious "Backwardness" in Yugoslavia
In 1947, a regime-sponsored publication, Women of Yugoslavia, proudly announced, "One of the greatest achievements won by the peoples of Yugoslavia in their fi ght for liberation was undoubtedly the emancipation of women from age-long injustice and oppression." 61 Published in Serbo-Croatian, English, Italian, and French, this booklet posited socialist Yugoslavia's many achievements in women's equality, ranging from the signifi cant role played by women in the partisan struggle, to the establishment of su rage and constitutionally guaranteed equality in socialist Yugoslavia's fi rst constitution, to policies to protect mothers and children, to literacy campaigns targeting women. As this pamphlet illustrates, female emancipation served as a key symbol of socialist modernization. In Yugoslavia, as in many other socialist (and capitalist) societies, women's status-concretized in the visual marker of women's dress-thus became metonym of both tradition/backwardness and modernity/progressivism. Within this discursive confi guration, women's backwardness fi gured as a result of traditional structures such as the patriarchal family and religion, thereby legitimating various projects aimed at reform.
In Women in Yugoslavia, Olga Kova i depicted Yugoslav women as both agents and subjects of their and their country's emancipation. On the one hand, the text detailed "what new Yugoslavia has given to women," implicitly portraying the regime as a "parent-state" doling out benefi ts and rights to its grateful children. 62 Literacy courses, for example, were said to free women "from the chains and prejudices which had fettered them till now." The most abject of these women, in the socialist imaginary, were rural women who had "lived in ignorance, enslaved, just like the sheep which they tended." 63 On the other hand, Kova i stressed women's agency in winning their rights, beginning with the heroism of women during the partisan war. This was seen to mark a new consciousness for women. "Millions of new citizens, socially aware, have arisen from mediaeval darkness, proud of the confi dence shown them and full of the desire to justify that confi dence." 64 A later generation of feminist critics in Yugoslavia, however, would argue that women's emancipation was a top-down process that sought to tame women's energies and channel them into sanctioned political activities. 65 Interestingly, for much of her text, Kova i does not emphasize the link between religion and women's oppression, in contrast to some of the writings of well-known female Party activists like Vida Tomši . 66 Nonetheless, regions of the country described as steeped in backwardness were those associated with Islam and O oman rule. In singling out areas where the large majority of women did not know how to read before the socialist revolution, for example, Kova i highlights Bosnia (with 85 percent of women illiterate), Macedonia (88 percent female illiteracy), and Kosovo and Metoh a (90 percent female illiteracy). In such descriptions, Kova i draws an implicit connection among backwardness, religion (especially, but not only, Islam), and female oppression. Only in the fi nal pages of the book does Kova i make this explicit, discussing the practice of women casting o the veil. Published three years before wearing of the veil became illegal in Yugoslavia, Kova i stresses the abandonment of the veil as a voluntary act, one consonant with Yugoslav women's newfound empowerment and sense of agency as (putatively) socialist subjects. She describes "women of the national minorities" (i.e., Muslims) as casting o the symbols of "the wretched past."
The movement for the removal of the veil has widely a ected the Moslem women in the republic of Bosnia, the republic of Macedonia, and the region of Kosovo and Metoh a. Villages and towns compete among themselves to "remove darkness from their eyes forever" as one of thirty Bosnian women who went to work on the building of the railway, expressed it.
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Photos accompanying the text depicted "Moslem women who removed their veils at a course for the illiterate" and "Moslem girls from the People's Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina working on the Brcko-Banovici Youth railway." Though unveiled, the women in the la er image wear headscarves and long dresses, suggesting one of the limits to the regime's "emancipation" campaign as a result of its e orts to contain but not completely eradicate religion.
In her account of youth and adulthood in Tito's Yugoslavia, Munevera Hadžišehovi describes the same events as Kova i but from the perspective of a woman raised as a practicing Muslim in the Sandžak who later became a member of the Party. She notes the divisions created within Muslim communities by the regime's secularist programs, as some Muslims themselves became advocates of abandoning the veil and other symbols of the "backward" past. Even before the passing of the 1950 law forbidding the veil, a number of Muslim women-particularly wives of o cials and members of partisan families-began to go uncovered. As Hadžišehovi puts it, "Muslim communities, at the least the fi rst ones and those who joined right a er the war, 'liberated' themselves from religion as they worked their way through the communist literature … They justifi ed their changed outlook on the grounds that they were tired of the backwardness of our people, which they a ributed to the long Turkish rule and to Islam." 68 She adds, "Their longing for Muslim equality with the other nationalities in Yugoslavia, as well as for a be er life, led them to identify with communist ideas about society."
In order to set an example for other Muslims, prior to the 1950 de-veiling law women from respected families who had not "liberated" themselves from Islam were strongly encouraged to abandon the veil voluntarily. With this in mind, the authorities approached Hadžišehovi 's mother or Nanna. When she refused to de-veil, she was called before the local secret police, but nonetheless remained adamant. Only with the passing of the law did Nanna fi nally remove her veil. This particular example reveals the uneasy balance between coercion and consent in Yugoslav e orts to contain religion in the name of female emancipation.
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Over time, explicit a ention to the so-called woman question faded in socialist Yugoslavia, eventually sparking the rise of feminist groups in the 1970s who critiqued the Party's unwillingness to render the educational system an e ective tool for transforming gender relations. This new generation of feminists increasingly went outside the structures sanctioned by the state and the Party (the structures within which female activists like Kova i and Tomši worked), instead adopting tactics of self-help and public protest. They also recuperated older traditions of feminism from presocialist Yugoslavia, genealogies that the socialist regime had sought to e ace or delegitimize. 70 The second and third wave feminists loudly protested what they saw as the failures of the socialist project with regard to gender relations. From a somewhat di erent angle than that of Yugoslav feminists, ethnographic work revealed how structural transformations in Yugoslav society such as industrialization and migration to urban areas did much to modify family structures, even as women remained saddled with "traditional" burdens together with new demands. 71 As Yugoslav society modernized, women's dress remained a key marker of progress. In contrast to Bulgaria, however, the regime trod much more carefully in singling out Muslims as emblems of backwardness, given the need to balance competing ethnoreligious claims and the increasing importance accorded to Bosnian Muslims as a constituent people. At the level of everyday life, non-Muslims pointed to gendered and religious dress as evidence of backwardness. In her study of a mixed Catholic and Muslim village in late socialist Bosnia, anthropologist Tone Bringa reported the reactions of local Catholic women who took the traditional dress of Muslim women in the village as a sign of otherness and a rejection of modernity. Yet many older Catholic women in the village dressed in a style almost indistinguishable from that of their Muslim neighbors (with long skirts and headscarves). In the minds of many Yugoslav citizens, then, tradition, women, and religion remained linked until the last days of socialist Yugoslavia's existence.
Socialist Secularism: Women and Religious "Backwardness" in Bulgaria
As in Yugoslavia, it was the Muslim women who were the most associated with religious "backwardness," and from the earliest years of communist rule Muslim communities were subject to persecution. 72 Bulgaria's Muslim community was quite heterogeneous, made up of ethnic Turkish, Slavic Muslim (Pomak), and Romani communities. Although 95 percent of the Muslims in Bulgaria were technically Hanafi Sunni, there was a very wide spectrum of beliefs represented during the communist era. There was a small heterodox Shi'a population, called the Alevis, and a wide variety of Sufi brotherhoods such as the Betkashis, which had a long history in the country. Most important to the Bulgarian communists, however, was that the Muslims in Bulgaria were remnants of the O oman Empire, the vast majority of them ethnic Turks who spoke Turkish as their mother tongue. E orts to secularize Bulgaria's Muslims populations and to emancipate Muslim women were inevitably bound up with the communist desire to distance itself from what it considered a feudal O oman past and to protect itself from perceived Turkish irredentism, in particular a er Turkey invaded Cyprus in 1974. 73 In addition to infi ltrating the o cial religious hierarchy of the Muslim community, the communists also invested heavily in education programs. Communist Party o cials targeted individual Muslim men and women to create a cadre of loyal Party members who would spread the communist message among their faith mates. In a retrospective look at the communists' educational policies toward the Muslims, the Bulgarian historian Vera Mutafchieva writes:
Directed by the Turkish department of the BCP's [Bulgarian Communist Party] Central Commi ee, a Turkish nomenklatura came into existence, enjoying the status and privileges due it. It was isolated from the mass of the Turkish minority who remained untempted by either free laic education or the perspective for its young people to run against their parents and tradition … [This] education infl uenced the traditional mentality-secular thinking undermined the religious outlook. 74 These educational campaigns were even more intensely targeted at the Pomaks, who spoke Bulgarian as their mother tongue and were believed to be the descendants of Bulgarians who had been forcibly converted to Islam during the O oman era. One specifi c example of an education campaign directed at Pomak women is a lesson plan from 1961. 75 The outline for "forty-fi ve day courses for Bulgarian Muslim women activists of the Fatherland Front" 76 includes a variety of lectures, including four hours on Bulgarian and world geography and four hours dedicated to personal hygiene for women and how proper socialist women should dress (without headscarves, of course). There were also two hours each to be dedicated to the "unscientifi c and reactionary essence of religion," "religion and the woman," "the harm of observing religious holidays and traditions," and "religion and nationality." These lectures were followed by eight hours of lectures on the "morals of the socialist family," the work of the Fatherland Front among women, and the responsibilities of women activists within the Front as well as the role of women in building socialism more generally. 77 In addition to making them more educated and productive workers, these courses were aimed at convincing Muslim women to renounce their allegiance to Islam to embrace scientifi c socialism in their private as well as public lives.
As in neighboring Yugoslavia, e orts to combat Islam were also intertwined with modernization projects to improve the material conditions of Muslim lives in hopes that economic prosperity would weaken their spiritual commitments. 78 The Bulgarian government published a variety of propaganda materials focusing on the demonstrably rising living standards of the Bulgarian Muslims. One such book published by the Bulgarian Communist Party Press in 1960 targeted the Pomaks and was fi lled with propaganda lectures describing the ever-improving material conditions of life in the Rhodope Mountains, complete with before and a er pictures of Muslim villages and photos of Muslim women smiling for the camera in modern Bulgarian clothing. 79 The book also included a series of before and a er cartoons that visually depicted socialism's superiority over Islam. One such cartoon showed a man smoking a cigare e and riding a donkey while his wife, a barefoot fi gure wrapped up like a mummy and carrying several large parcels, a baby and two hoes, walks behind him. The bottom panel shows a modern woman holding the hand of a young boy with a helium balloon. She is followed by her husband who is carrying a large household appliance out of a department store, 80 emphasizing not only the material progress made by socialism but the improvement in women's position in society. Another cartoon shows an angry looking man in a turban holding an open book and prayer beads standing in the balcony of a minaret. The caption reads: "Builder of Paradise in the Sky." The bo om panel shows people working together to build a modern socialist city in the mountains and the caption reads, "Builders of Paradise on Earth." 81 Although the communist propaganda was somewhat successful in winning Pomak converts to scientifi c socialism, Islam proved to be more tenacious than anticipated. A 1971 book, Novite gradove v N. R. Bulgaria (New cities in the People's Republic of Bulgaria), proclaimed that economic development had been so successful in Madan that the Pomaks had voluntarily changed their names back to Bulgarian ones, that the men no longer wore fezzes and that the women had cast o their headscarves. 82 But the situation was not as positive as the communists portrayed it. The early a empts at educating Pomaks to help sway their neighbors to the benefi ts of modernization were not enough to eradicate persistent local Muslim traditions. The intransigence of these local forms of Islam caused the government to intensify its assimilation campaign, and as the 1970s wore on, they began to ban certain Muslim rituals and the question of Muslim names became paramount.
In comparison to Yugoslavia, the Bulgarians took a much more heavy-handed approach to secularizing Muslim communities, although the justifi cations for doing so proved remarkably similar. Rather than starting with a complete ban, however, the Bulgarian state fi rst put forward their version of rational arguments against Islamic practices.
83 For instance, fasting during the month of Ramadan was said to inhibit the immune system's ability to fi ght o disease, making Muslims more susceptible to sickness. This self-infl icted predisposition to illness and the general weakness that accompanied fasting was also said to make workers less productive on the job. The ritual sacrifi ce of lambs during the Kurban Bairyam (Feast of the Sacrifi ce) was said to be unhealthy for Muslims who could su er from severe stomach upsets from eating too much fa y meat at one time; it was also economically wasteful because the lambs could be sold for hard currency abroad. Circumcision was considered a barbaric process only practiced by the most backward of peoples, and the communists argued that it was unhealthy and dangerous for boys. Most signifi cant for our article, headscarves and shalvari (Turkish trousers) for women were considered signs of their subservience to men, and therefore had to be removed. 84 The communist's goal of equality between men and women justifi ed the ultimate ban on all Islamic dress.
The Bulgarian government would eventually institute prohibitions on the celebration of the two big Muslim holidays Kurban Bairyam and Ramazan Bairyam.
85 Women were forcibly de-veiled. The minarets on mosques around the region were torn down and destroyed; the mosque buildings were either closed or converted into cultural houses or museums. Islamic burial practices were made illegal, and in 1978 the government created and disseminated new guidelines for "socialist rituals" to be performed at funerals and other important life events. 86 Local imams and hodzhas who defi ed these new rules could be arrested and imprisoned.
Unlike in Yugoslavia where oppression of religious groups and of the Muslim community in particular gradually lessened through the 1970s and 1980s, the Bulgarian government took an increasingly fi rm stand against its Muslim minorities. Forcible name changing campaigns against the Pomaks and the Turks as well as the so-called Great Excursion (i.e., expulsion) of Turks in May of 1989 are only a few examples of the Zhivkov regime's growing intolerance toward Bulgaria's Muslim minorities. Although nationalism and fear of Turkish irredentism informed these policies, they were also driven by communist a empts to modernize what it considered "backward" religious communities for their own good, particularly for the good of Muslim women.
Conclusion
Given the renewed scholarly interest in the history of secularism and its various impacts on both the Western and non-Western world, it is striking how li le has been wri en about the experience of secularization during the state socialist era in Eastern Europe. Likewise, even careful analyses of the role of religion in post-socialist Eastern Europe o en rely on cartoonish or dismissive accounts of religious repression and Marxist promotion of atheism during the socialist period. Just as scholars have debunked the assumption that communism placed a lid on ethnonational divisions by showing the ways in which various socialist regimes actually institutionalized ethno-national identities, so too must researchers take socialist secularism seriously and consider the ways in which it rea rmed (even as it sought to contain) religious practices and institutions. Doing so enriches our understandings of how socialist regimes approached both gender and religion in ways that illuminate the persistence and transformation (rather than "revival") of supposedly traditional practices a er socialism's end.
In writing this article, we were led by several key questions. What does it do to our understandings and genealogies of secularism if we consider socialist experiences? What happens to our understandings of socialism, in turn, if we consider its histories through the lens of secularism? Does this shi the ways in which we think about religion and gender in Southeastern Europe and, if so, how? Although it is clear that Bulgaria and Yugoslavia's experiences of socialist secularism di er in the degree of its coerciveness, it is instructive to examine the similarities in the conceptualization of the secularizing imperative and the rhetorics used to justify it.
The centrality of the fi gure of Muslim women in socialist Bulgaria and Yugoslavia and the particular a ention paid to gendered religious dress (veils, headscarves, baggy pants) highlight parallels with current debates over Western European secularisms (France, Germany, and beyond), as well as Kemalist versions of secularism in Turkey. In The Politics of the Veil, historian Joan Sco argues that the ban of the Islamic headscarf for French Muslims a ending public schools took shape in a climate of growing French angst about the loss of cultural autonomy in the face of growing European su-pranationalism. 87 The French-compelled to redefi ne their national identity within the confi nes of a newly enlarged "Europe"-mobilized discourses on race, gender, and sexuality in relation to a visible, internal "Other" (i.e., North African Muslim women) as a way to redefi ne the bounds of appropriate "Frenchness." As Sco reminds us, it is no coincidence that the status and position of women in a society is o en seen as a measure of that society's modernity. The examples of Bulgaria and Yugoslavia show that this was also true during the communist era, where a feminized and backward East as represented by Islam was in need of a masculine, modern West as embodied in the discourses of socialist secularism.
Although there are certainly important similarities to the French and Turkish cases, we argue that a study of secularism in the Balkans can provide a new lens through which to view these debates. The socialist example suggests that scholarly genealogies of secularism, grounded in the Catholic/Protestant split, need to engage more directly with the literature on Orientalism. This seems particularly urgent given the centrality of the "oppressed" Eastern female to both classic Orientalist thought as described by Edward Said and Western secularism, which o en rests on a view of tolerance that celebrates the protection of such Eastern women from religion as well as to religion. At the same time, scholars of secularism would do well to take account of what Maria Todorova calls "Balkanism," seen not as mere variant on Orientalism but its own discursive confi guration founded on a sense of the region as a space of transition between Europe and the Orient. Scholars can begin to do this by including the history of state-church relations in nations with Eastern Orthodox Christian traditions, nations that are systematically excluded from the existing genealogies of secularism in Europe.
Indeed, the Balkans in general are a place with a centuries old tradition of religious pluralism, under the Byzantine and subsequent O oman and Habsburg empire. Socialist reformers in both Bulgaria and Yugoslavia justifi ed their o en heavy-handed approach in the belief that their version of secularism further decreased rather than increased sectarian divisions in society. Furthermore, unlike in France or Turkey, where state e orts to impose secularism were focused exclusively on the public sphere, the Bulgarian and Yugoslav cases suggest that the socialist secular model was far more comprehensive in trying to radically reshape the material conditions of everyday life. This di erence refl ects, in part, the nature, role, and perception of the so-called private and public spheres under state socialism. 88 The cases of Bulgarian and Yugoslav secularist socialism stand diametrically opposed to models of secularism associated with the United States, in which separation of church and state is premised on the need to protect religion from the incursions of the state.
These fi ndings point to the critical purchase that the concept of "socialist secularism" has even between as diametrically opposed cases as Bulgaria and Yugoslavia. By considering these two cases together, we question the frequent exclusion of Yugoslavia from broader discussions of Eastern European socialism and post-socialism. Furthermore, identifying commonalities for Bulgaria and Yugoslavia in both the content and practice of socialist secularism-in spite of the Yugoslav "di erence"-highlights the productiveness of the concept of "socialist secularism" for scholars of gender, religion, and beyond. 
